Award of Additional Marks to Single Left out Subject  
0.5% Scheme

0.5% scheme can be extended to the students whose award of degree/ diploma (AMIETE/DIPIETE) is on hold due to non-passing of one single paper/subject. They can be awarded with additional marks, maximum 0.5% of the total maximum marks of all the subjects of the degree/diploma, in the left out single subject and be awarded with degree/diploma if they are passing the left out single subject after adding additional marks in the best of all the attempts in that subject.

The student should have appeared in the single left out subject in his/her last exam in which completion is claimed and should have appeared at least twice in that subject.

0.5% additional marks will be in addition to the moderation marks if awarded so.

The scheme is applicable with effect from Jun 2019 exam result.

Students coming in this category and willing to avail the benefit can write to sic@iete.org/exam@iete.org.